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Abstract

This paper has two aims: (1) To contribute to the discussion on what the acoustic correlates of stress and accent in English are, a question on which there is currently no universal agreement; (2) To determine whether vowels in function words receive less stress than similarly unstressed vowels in content words. To this purpose, the study analyses 614 occurrences of the lax high front vowel /i/ in read speech produced by 10 male speakers of Standard Southern British English. 14 different acoustic features are investigated.

Results indicate that (1) there are two acoustic correlates of accent (duration and f0 slope), four acoustic correlates of stress (spectral balance/tilt, intensity/loudness, amplitude of voicing (H1), amplitude of the first harmonic (A1), H1*-A2 and H1*-A3*), one potential acoustic correlate of prominence in general (F1), and four acoustic features that appear to be unrelated to the expression of accent, stress or prominence (F2, HNR, glottal leakage (B1) and the open quotient (H1*-H2*/H1*)).

Regarding question (2), there is also limited evidence that British English function words might be less prominent than unstressed syllables in content words.

Index Terms: Acoustic correlates of stress, acoustic correlates of accent, content words, function words, British English, Standard Southern British English, spectral balance, duration, intensity, loudness, f0, harmonics-to-noise ratio

1. Introduction

Prominence in English is usually described as a four-way contrast between (from most to least prominent) syllables with a pitch accent, unaccented syllables with primary stress, syllables with secondary stress, and unstressed syllables [1]. There is widespread agreement in the literature that accent and stress are realised acoustically by different, but perhaps partially overlapping, sets of acoustic correlates. What these acoustic correlates are is an important question for an empirically grounded description of the prosody of English. Moreover, it is also of significance for research on the second language acquisition of stress and accent [2–4], and for research on speech rhythm, which some recent approaches conceptualise as being based on an alternation of prominent and non-prominent syllables [5–10].

Gussenhoven (2004) [1] characterises the acoustic correlates of stress as duration, spectral balance and centralisation (of vowels), which all depend on the greater articulatory effort involved in the production of stress. Intensity is expressly excluded as an acoustic correlate of stress in this standard reference. Fundamental frequency (f0) is also excluded, and instead related to the presence of a pitch accent.

However, this description of the acoustic correlates of the production of stress and accent is not universally supported by the available empirical evidence, even if only results for English are considered. Table 1 presents an overview of previous research, indicating which studies have found clear support (“Yes”), weak support (“Yes*”) and no support for the identification of various acoustic correlates.

More recently, several studies have focused on acoustic correlates in the perception of stress [18, 21, 22]. However, the relationship between the production and perception of stress and accent is complex [23], and perception studies do not necessarily shed light on the acoustic correlates relevant for production.

In summary, there is no agreement on the acoustic correlates of the production of stress and accent in English. Some of the diverging results might be due to differences in methodology. For example, when disentangling the effects of stress and accent, some studies compare accented syllables with primary stress to unaccented syllables with secondary stress within the same word, while others compare accented and unaccented syllables with primary stress across words. The present study will take the latter approach, and will test the relevance of a greater number of acoustic correlates than previous research.

Another issue in the analysis of the acoustic correlates of prominence is how many levels of prominence are distinguished. While most authors operationalise prominence as a three- or four-way contrast, others regard it as a scalar phenomenon with potentially more levels [24, 25]. This is supported by research on Dutch, a language closely related to English, which provided evidence that function words are realised less prominently than similar, unstressed syllables in content words [26]. Whether function words differ in stress from unstressed syllables in content words has so far not been investigated for English. Since Dutch and English may be relatively similar in the hierarchy of acoustic correlates of stress and accent, it is conceivable that function words differ in prominence from unstressed syllables in content words in English.

2. Aims and Approach

The aims of this pilot study are to determine (1) the acoustic correlates of stress and accent in English and (2) whether syllables in function words differ in prominence from similar syllables in content words. To this purpose, data from a text passage read by 10 male speakers of Standard Southern British English (BrE) will be analysed. The present paper focusses on a single vowel phoneme (/i/), since the magnitude of acoustic correlates of prominence may differ between phonemes [12]. The lax front high vowel /i/ is ideally suited for an analysis of the acoustic correlates of prominence because it is the only vowel that occurs frequently across all levels of prominence, i.e. in accented, stressed, unaccented position and in function words. A comparison with other vowels, while useful, is beyond the
Table 1: Acoustic correlates of accent and stress, as identified by previous research on English. "Yes" indicates clear support, "No" no support for the identification of an acoustic correlate, and "(Yes)" that the relationship is only weak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accent</th>
<th>Stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>(Yes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>[11–13]</td>
<td>[14, 15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental frequency ($f_0$)</td>
<td>[11, 13, 14, 18, 20]</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity/loudness</td>
<td>[11,13–15,18]</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral balance/spectral tilt</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Quotient ($H_1^<em>-H_2^</em>$)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude of Voicing ($H_1^*$)</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperiodicity/HNR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude of the first harmonic ($A_1$)</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottal parameters ($H_1^<em>-A_2$ and $H_1^</em>-A_3^*$)</td>
<td>[14, 18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottal leakage ($R_1$)</td>
<td>[14, 18]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowel formants</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these data, the following differences are expected to be found, depending on whether a given acoustic parameter is an acoustic correlate of accent, stress or prominence in general: (1) If an acoustic parameter is an acoustic correlate of accent, we would expect a difference between vowels in accented syllables on the one hand, and vowels in stressed unaccented syllables, unstressed syllables in content words and function words, on the other hand. (2) If an acoustic parameter is an acoustic correlate of stress, we would expect a difference between vowels in accented syllables and stressed unaccented syllables on the one hand, and unstressed syllables in content words and function words, on the other hand. (3) If an acoustic parameter is an acoustic correlate of prominence in general, it should increase or decrease from vowels in accented syllables, via stressed unaccented syllables, unstressed syllables in content words, to function words.

3. Data and Methods

3.1. Data and Elicitation Methods

The analysis relies on recordings of a text passage read by 10 male speakers of BrE from the DyViS database [27]. The speakers were between 18 and 25 years old at the time of recording (2005-2009), which took place in a sound-treated studio.

3.2. Analysis

Approximately two thirds of the reading passage (392 words) were segmented based on phonemic forced alignment with HTK [28] and P2FA [29]. All annotations were manually corrected, and annotated for the presence of a pitch accent and stress [30].

Subsequently, a Praat script (available in the digital appendix) extracted all acoustic measures for all occurrences of *it*. Spectral balance was measured as the difference between the amplitude at 1-4 kHz, and 0-1 kHz, $f_0$ as the difference between maximum and minimum $f_0$ (in semitones, relative to 100 Hz) within the vowel. All glottal parameters were measured based on a long term average spectrum (ltas) across the duration of the vowel. Ltas and $f_0$ measurements could not be derived for 59 and 96 tokens, respectively, because the algorithm failed (mainly for vowels that were rather short or creaky-voiced). $H_1$, $H_2$ and $A_3$ were corrected following [31]. All other acoustic measurements were conducted based on Praat standard parameters for male speakers, and measured at vowel midpoint unless they are mean or peak values. In total, the analysis relied on 259 phonemes occurring in function words (e.g. *in*), 273 in unstressed syllables in content words (e.g. *believed*), 45 in stressed unaccented syllables (e.g. *city*) and 37 in accented syllables.

Next, mixed effects regression models were run in R with lme4 [32, 33]. Each of the acoustic correlates was used in turn as the dependent variable in a regression model, with stress (accented, stressed, unstressed, function) as dependent variable, and speaker, word/preceding phoneme, and word/following phoneme as random factors. For some of the regression analyses, candidate models did not converge, so that one random variable had to be removed. To ensure that conditions for regression models are met, data points 2.5 standard deviations below or above the mean were then trimmed with function rmrfrnc from the package LMERCONVENIENCE-FUNCTIONS (never more than 2.5% of the data) [34]. Finally, post-hoc Tukey tests with alpha-level corrected for multiple comparisons were conducted with the glht function from package MULTICOMP [35].

4. Results

4.1. Duration

With a mean duration of 73.1 ms, vowels in accented syllables are significantly longer than stressed vowels (47.8 ms, z=0.01, see Fig. 1a), unstressed vowels in content words (48.6 ms, z=-4.1, p<0.001), and vowels in function words (44.9 ms, z=4.3, p<0.001). All other differences are not significant. The results suggest that duration is an acoustic correlate (AC) of accent, but not of stress.

4.2. Intensity and Loudness

Vowels in accented and in unaccented stressed syllables in content words do not differ in peak intensity (75.6 dB, 76.1 dB, z=0.02, p=1.0, see Fig. 1b). They are louder than un-stressed vowels in content words (71.0 dB, z=-3.3, p<0.01; z=3.4, p<0.01), and vowels in function words (71.8 dB, z=2.9, p<0.05; z=3.0, p<0.05). Unstressed vowels in content and
function words do not differ in peak intensity (z=0.6, n.s.). Results for peak and mean loudness are similar, but in some cases reach better significance levels. Results for mean intensity are also relatively similar, with the exception that the difference between vowels in stressed unaccented syllables and function words is only borderline significant (z=2.4, p<0.08).

4.3. First and Second Formants (F1 and F2)

There is a small difference in F1 between vowels in accented syllables (4.2 Bark) and vowels in stressed and unstressed syllables in content words (both 4.0 Bark, z=0.9, z=0.5, n.s., see Fig. 1c). Vowels in function words in turn have a somewhat lower F1, but none of the differences are significant (3.7 Bark, z=1.3, z=1.4, z=2.2, n.s.). When stress level is quantified on a numerical scale from 4 (accented) to 1 (function words), there is a weak but highly significant correlation between stress level and F1 (Spearman’s ρ=0.31, p<0.001). This suggests that F1 may be an AC of prominence in general, but not specifically of stress or accent.

For F2, there are also small, but no significant differences between vowels in accented syllables, on the one hand (12.2 Bark), and vowels in stressed and unstressed syllables (11.8 Bark, 11.7 Bark), and in function words, on the other hand (11.8 Bark; z between 0.2 and 1.0, n.s., see Fig. 1d). The results suggest that F2 is not sensitive to stress or accent.

4.4. Spectral Balance

While accented and stressed syllables do not differ in spectral balance (-0.00098 dB, -0.00120 dB, z=0.9, n.s., see Fig. 1e), they both have a more skewed spectrum than unstressed syllables in content (-0.00039 dB, z=3.7, p<0.01, z=2.8, p<0.05) and function words (-0.00044 dB, z=3.3, p<0.01, 2.5, p<0.06).

Unstressed vowels in content and function words do not differ in spectral balance (z=0.5, p>0.95). This suggests that spectral balance is an AC of stress.

4.5. Fundamental Frequency (f0)

The analysis of f0 slope shows that vowels in accented syllables have a significantly steeper slope (2.0 semitones (st)) than vowels in stressed syllables (1.0 st, z=3.5, p<0.01), in unstressed syllables in content words (1.2 st, z=3.3, p<0.01) and in function words (1.3 st, z=3.1, p=0.01, see Fig. 1f). All other differences are not significant. In particular, vowels in unstressed syllables in content words do not differ from vowels in function words (z=0.1, p>0.99). These results suggest that f0 slope is an AC of accent.

4.6. Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio (HNR)

Vowels in accented syllables (mean 19.7 dB) have a higher peak HNR than vowels in stressed unaccented syllables (17.8 dB), unstressed syllables in content words (18.3 dB) and function words (18.3 dB), but none of the differences are significant (see Fig. 2a). Results for HNR at vowel midpoint are similar and therefore not described in detail. These results suggest that HNR is not sensitive to stress or accent.

4.7. Glottal Leakage/Bandwidth of F1 (B1)

Vowels in accented syllables (mean 0.70 Bark) and in stressed unaccented syllables (0.72 Bark) have a somewhat lower B1 than vowels in unstressed syllables in content words (0.91 Bark) and function words (0.82 Bark), but none of the differences are significant (see Fig. 2b). This suggests that B1 is not sensitive to stress or accent.

4.8. Glottal Parameters (H1*-A2 and H1*-A3*)

Closure rate of the glottal pulse (H1*-A2) is lowest for vowels in accented syllables (10.8 dB), and slightly but insignifi-
Figure 2: Acoustic correlates of prominence in vowels, see Fig. 1 for details.

Results for skewness of the glottal pulse (H1*-A3*) are comparable, in that it is lowest for vowels in accented syllables (13.6 dB), followed by stressed unaccented syllables (14.9 dB), unstressed syllables in content words (17.7 dB), and vowels in function words (18.7 dB, see Fig. 2d). Only the differences between function words, on the one hand, and accented and stressed unaccented syllables, on the other hand, are significant (z=2.9; z=2.6, p<0.05). These results suggest that (1) H1*-A2 and H1*-A3* are ACs of stress and (2) unstressed syllables in function words might be less prominent than unstressed syllables in content words in the sense that only the former differed significantly from accented and stressed syllables.

4.9. Open Quotient (H1*-H2*)

Results for H1*-H2* reveal no significant differences between any of the conditions (see Fig. 2e). This suggests that H1*-H2* may not be an AC of stress or accent.

4.10. Amplitude of Voicing (H1*) and the First Harm. (A1)

H1* is higher for vowels in accented and stressed unaccented syllables (47.8 dB, 49.3 dB) than in vowels in unaccented syllables in content words and function words, on the other hand (45.5 dB, 46.0 dB, see Fig. 2f). There is a significant difference between stressed unaccented syllables and unstressed syllables in content words (z=2.6, p<0.05), and a borderline significant difference between stressed unaccented syllables and function words (z=2.5, p=0.05).

A1 is higher for vowels in accented and stressed unaccented syllables, on the one hand (51.9 dB, 53.5 dB), than for vowels in unaccented syllables in content words and function words, on the other hand (47.6 dB, 47.6 dB, see Fig. 2g). There is a significant difference between vowels in stressed unaccented syllables, on the one hand, and unstressed syllables in content words and function words, on the other hand (z=2.9, p<0.05; z=2.7, p<0.05). This suggests that H1* and A1 are ACs of stress.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper investigated acoustic correlates of stress and accent in 614 occurrences of the vowel /ɪ/ across four levels of prominence (accented, stressed unaccented, unstressed in content words, unstressed in function words) in Standard Southern British English. Results indicate that

- duration and f0 slope are acoustic correlates of accent
- spectral balance/tilt, intensity/loudness, amplitude of voicing (H1*) and the first harmonic (A1), as well as the glottal parameters H1*-A2 and H1*-A3* are acoustic correlates of stress
- F1 may be an acoustic correlate of prominence in general
- F2, HNR, glottal leakage (B1) and the open quotient (H1*-H2*) are not related to the expression of accent, stress or prominence.

Regarding the question of whether syllables in function words are less prominent than unstressed syllables in content words, there was no evidence of significant differences between these two levels in any of the acoustic correlates. However, the results for several acoustic correlates (F1, H1*-A2, H1*-A3*) indicated that vowels in function words are slightly less prominent than unstressed vowels in function words. Future research will have to show whether this and the other findings can be confirmed by analyses of greater numbers of speakers and other vowels.
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